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Abstract 
Cholak, P. and R. Downey, Lattice nonembeddings and intervals of the recursively 
enumerable degrees, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 61 (1993) 195-221. 
Let b and c be r.e. Turing degrees such that b > c. We show that there is an r.e. degree a such 
that b>a>e and all lattices containing a critical triple, including the lattice MS, cannot be 
embedded into the interval [c, a]. 
The equivalence classes generated by sets of positive integers under Turing 
reducibility (+) are called the degrees (of unsolvability). These naturally form an 
upper semi-lattice D. Ever since the ground breaking papers of Post [14], 
Spector [18], and Kleene-Post [9], an important program in classical recursion 
theory has been to determine a characterization of the algebraic structure of D 
and its most important substructure, R, the upper semi-lattice of the recursively 
enumerable (r.e.) degrees. Since the r.e. sets are those that are effectively 
countable and hence occupy a central role in natural decision problems, it is not 
surprising that recursion theorists have devoted especial attention to R. 
Friedberg [7] and Muchnik [13] were the first to show that the structure of R 
was nontrivial by constructing an infinite antichain in R thereby solving Post’s 
famous question. Sacks [15] introduced a major development when he used the 
infinite injury method to show that R is a dense upper semi-lattice and indeed an 
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infinite antichain could be embedded between any pair of r.e. degrees b, c with 
b > c. This line of development led Shoenfield [16] to conjecture that R was 
essentially a dense partial ordering which was ‘like the rational numbers’ and in 
particular had no incomparable pairs with infimum. However, both Yates [22] 
and Lachlan [lo] produced a minimal pair (nonrecursive r.e. degrees a, b such 
that a fl b = 0) and hence the conjecture failed to hold. Soon afterwards it was 
shown that every countable distributive lattice could be embedded into R 
preserving 0 (Lachlan [lo], Lerman (unpublished), and Thomason [20]) and 
Lachlan [ll] showed that the five-element modular non-distributive lattice MS and 
the five-element nonmodular non-distributive lattice Ns could be embedded into 
R, thus suggesting that all finite lattices could be embedded into R. However, 
Lachlan and Soare [12] were able to show that the lattice S, (see Diagram 1 for a 
picture of S,) could not be embedded in R. The question of which lattices can be 
embedded into R remains one of the most important questions about the 
algebraic structure of R. Ambos-Spies and Lerman [l, 21 summarize the situation 
as it now stands. 
The motivation for the present paper is twofold. First we hope to regain some 
of the beautiful uniformity results exhibited by the Sacks density theorem and 
secondly, we attempt to understand the relationship between the degrees b and c 
that allow embeddings preserving b and c. As an example of the first motivation 
we cite Fejer’s density theorem [6] where it is shown that the nonbranching 
degrees are dense and Slaman’s density theorem 1171 where it is shown that the 
branching degrees are dense. 
Definition 1. Let a,, a, and a2 be elements in some upper semi-lattice (such as the 
Turing degrees or the r.e. Turing degrees). We say that a,,, al, and a2 form a 
critical triple if a,, U a, = a, U a*, a,, #G a, and for all c, if c < aO, a2 then c =G a,. 
In Diagram 1 critical triples are identified in some typical lattices including the 
lattices MS and &. In [4], the second author showed that if a is ‘sufficiently close’ 
to 0 then no lattice containing a critical triple can be embedded into [0, a] and 
thus supporting his conjecture that a lattice can be embedded into all initial 
segments of R iff it contains no critical triples. Note that an immediate corollary 
of Downey’s result is the result of Weinstein [21]: there is an r.e. degree a < 0’ 
such that MS cannot be embedded into [a, 0’1. To see this apply the pseudo-jump 
theorem of Jockusch-Shore [S] to the basic result in relativised form. In the 
present paper, we establish that embeddings of MS into R must be in some sense 
very sparse. We do this by proving the following rather pleasing uniformity result 
about the structure of R. 
Theorem 1. Let b and c be r.e. degrees such that b> c. Then there is an r.e. 
degree a such that b 2 a > c and the interval [c, a] does not contain any critical 
triples. 
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Diagram 1. 
Of course using Sacks Density Theorem it is possible to improve Theorem 1 so 
that b > a, just use Theorem 1 with some b where b > 6 > c. Since M, contains a 
critical triple, Corollary 1 clearly holds. Corollary 2 follows immediately by using 
Downey’s (31 extension of Slaman’s density theorem [17]. 
Corollary 1. Let b and c be r.e. degrees such that b > c. Then there is an r.e. 
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degree a such that b > a > c and the lattice MS cannot be embedded into the interval 
[c, al- 
Corollary 2. A modular lattice 3 is embeddable into all intervals in R iff .Z’ is 
distributive. 
We believe that the above supports Downey’s conjecture that _!Z is embeddable 
into all intervals iff JZ? has no critical triples. The rest of the paper contains a proof 
of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is a rather difficult 0”’ argument using ideas from 
the much easier [4] and Downey-Lempp [5] as well as a number of novel ideas. 
In view of the nature of the result we assume that the reader is familiar with the 
0”‘-priority method, although not necessarily with [4]. Our notation is standard 
and generally follows [19] with the following exceptions: We assume the uses of 
all functionals not constructed by us to be non-decreasing in the stage and 
increasing in the argument. The use of a computation aS(XS; x) is denoted qS(x) 
(and similarly for other Greek letters). If QJ(XS; x)? then it is legal to say either 
qS(x) = 00 or qS(x)t. When the oracle of a functional is given as the join of two 
sets, we assume the use to be computed separately on each set. All parameters 
remain the same from stage to stage unless explicitly defined. 
Let B and C be r.e. sets of degree b and c respectively. Pick some enumeration 
of these sets such that at each stage at most one integer enters either one of these 
sets. Given an r.e. set X, let X =X @ C and XS =X, @ C,. We will build A and 
auxiliary sets Qe to meet the requirement 3. 
the requirements Ye 
and the requirements NC and Ne,i 
.&: For i = 0, 1, 2 and k = 0, 2, if &,(a) = @I’, and 
@p,“(I@:+’ @ I@:“) = fit then either Wz sT I&‘: or 
Qe =% I@:, I@: and for all i, Nc,iy where 
Ki: %(I@:) # Q, 
where addition in the requirement N, is done mod 3, { Ge},,, and { ‘J’i}i,, are 
lists of all functionals and (AZ, AL, AZ, @!, @, Wz, Wa, Wz) is a list of all 
8-tuples consisting of five functionals and three r.e. sets. We will need some 
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auxiliary functions 
Z(e, s) = max{x: (Vy <x)[Ah,,(&; y) = *‘6,,(y)]}, 
ZN(e, s) = max{x: (Vz < x)(Vk E {0,2})[ @&(ti~,~’ @ P$“; z) = P&(z)] 
A (VY)[Y s I& I$ (Vj c 2)]Aj(e, s) >~ll>, 
and 
L(e, i, ~1 = maxb: WY <x)[F,.4Rs; y) = Qe.,(y) * Me, s> > Vi,Jy)l> 
19(e, s) = max{x: (Vz <x)[ Qe,,.,(C,; z) = A,(z)]}. 
We think of I,(e, s) as the A-controllable length of agreement. For x < d(e, s) 
we will define a total use function u(e, x, s), 
The idea is that if we preserve A below u(e, x, s) and C does not change below 
u(e, x, s) then the computations used in defining G(e, s) >x will not change. We 
use the convention that if A&(&; y) = l@&(y) and a, r A:(y) does not change 
then no new numbers can enter @I) 1 y + 1. For each i, we will define the function 
uj(e, x, s): 
u,(e, x, s) = max{y: (Vz <y)[&(z)J A n:,,(z) s u(e, x, s)]} + 1. 
Hence if we preserve a below u(e, x, s) then we also preserve l@f 
below u,(e, x, s); if a, 1 u(e, x, s) =a / u(e, x, s) then l8$, 1 ui(e, x, s) = 
@i 1 u,(e, x, s). It should be clear that q&(x) < uO(e, x, s), max{ q!,,(x), &&(x)} < 
u,(e, x, s) and qZ,&) < u,(e, x, s). 
We will now discuss how we will meet these requirements. As in most tree of 
strategies arguments each requirement will be assigned to several nodes within 
the tree T. Each of these nodes will use some strategy to hopefully meet the 
requirement to which it is assigned. We will now discuss these strategies. 
Meeting Peh. Let cr be a node in the tree of strategies working on $Pe. a will use 
the normal Sack coding strategy to meet PPe. We will code numbers into A so that 
if Qe(C) = A we can build a functional A with A(C) = B which is a contradiction. 
Given y we will have a sequence of markers m(a; y, s), where II~(LY, -1, s) = 0. 
These markers will be used to code whether y E B. Assume that m(a, y, s) has 
been defined but is not yet active. For some stage s, if 19(e, s) > m(a, y, s) we 
define m(cu, y + 1, s) = s + 1 and activate m(a, y, s). Also we will define 
&(C,;Y) = MY) with use ~)_(m(a, y, s)). If there is a stage t such that 
C* r P)P,&r(K Y, s)) f C, 1 Q)r,s(4& Y> s)), we will add m((~, z, t) for all z > y 
into A and declare m( LY, y, s) as inactive (and of course A,(C,; y)?). Now if y 
enters B at some later stage and ~(a, y, s) is active, we put m(&, z, s) for all 
z 3y into A at the same stage and declare that m(a, y, s) is inactive. If 
Qc(C) = A, there must be a later stage t such that C, 1 ~l_(m(~u, y, s)) # 
C, r q,,,(m(cu, y, s)) and hence we can legally redefine A,(C,; y) = B,(y) = 1. 
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Suppose that Gee(C) = A. Then, by induction on y, it is fairly easy to see that 
A(C) = B. Since C<, B, this cannot occur and hence Qe(C) #A. Therefore this 
strategy has the following outcomes: 
w: denoting that lim IB(e, s) < o, 
(u, z): denoting that ae(C; z) has unbounded use. 
We will consider the outcomes to be ordered (u, 0) < (u, 1) <. . - < w. If the 
outcome is (u, z) and y is the least integer such that lim, m(cw, y, s) = I?Z(LY, y) 2 z 
then all of the markers m( a, w, s), for all w > y , are in A at some later stage. 
As it stands this strategy does not interfere with 93, i.e. A =+ B. Given, x, by 
stage x either x is a marker or will never be used as a marker and hence will never 
enter A. Assume x is a marker and n = m(s y, s), for some y and s. Using the 
fact that C<, B we can wait for the least stage t such that either x E A,, 
x = m(a; y, s) is canceled, or C, 1 q,,,(m(a, y - 1, s)) = C 1 cp,(m(a, y - 1, s)) 
and therefore ae’,.,(C,; m(o, y - 1, s)) = @,(C; ~(a, y - 1, s)). Let s1 2 t be the 
least stage such that B(y) = B,,(y). If y E B and x is active at stage sr, then 
x E A,,. Otherwise x $ A. (There will be more on 93 below.) 
Before we continue we will consider how two of these requirements interact 
together. Assume 6 1 a: If the outcome of (Y is w, then a: has only finite effect. 
This does not cause great problems for 6; we just initialize 6 every time that o! 
takes some action and since lim, I,(e, X) < w this will only occur finitely often. 
However, if the outcome of a: is (u, z) then we must coordinate 6 and a. We can 
only allow markers m(6, y, s) to enter A at stages s + 1 where C, 1 q&z) # 
C,,, r q~~,~(z). Hence we must change how 6 places integers into A. Now if y 
enters B at stage s and m(6, y, s) is active, we place m(6, y, s) into A at the next 
stage s1 where C, r v&) f C,, 1 V,,,(Z). A s we will later see, this does not 
interfere with 623, since B can still determine whether m(6, y, s) enters A. 
We call such an action delayed permission. During the course of the 
construction we will use a parameter d(a, s) to help us coordinate this action. We 
will define d(a, s) by using the outcomes of 5, where 5 c (Y. d(cu, s) will be 
defined in such a fashion that if C does not later change below d(cu, s) then a is 
not on the true path. 
In order to make the Sacks coding strategy work we must be allowed to appoint 
infinitely many markers and place these markers into A when we see the 
appropriate changes in B and C. Once we choose the markers we do not have 
control over when these markers enter A; that is determined by changes in B 
and C. 
Meeting .IV~. (The basic strategy used to meet .Ne was first used by Downey in 
[4] (although there C = 0) and the reader is referred there if they find the 
following treatment lacking in any way.) We will use infinitely many nodes to 
meet &. We will have a top node r devoted to determining whether 
lim sups l&e, s) = o or not. We say that a node r is assigned to ,hr,. Clearly if 
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lim sups ZN(e, S) < w, then we will have met JV~; in this case we say t has outcome 
f. Otherwise, r has outcome i. Assume t has outcome i. Then we must build an 
r.e. set Qc sT Wp, Wf: so at r we will build an r.e. set Qr and functionals c and 
r”, such that c(I@z) = Qs and r,“(l@i) = QT. Additionally, either we must meet 
J&, for all i (i.e. !&(I@:) # Q,), or show that Wt cT Wi. For each i, we will 
have a node p 2 r-i assigned to Ne,i. p will be used to judge whether 
lim sup, L(e, i, s) = IX. If lim sup,l(e, i, s) < CO, then clearly ,2r,,, is met and as 
before we say p has outcome f. Otherwise, /3 has outcome i. In this case, if 
Y#&‘~) = Qr we will build a functional rg such that rb(@i) = Wz. We will build 
rf3 by using followers to attack Ne,i. For all followers x we will ensure that either 
‘y(I@l; X) # Q,(x) or for all y GX, r#$‘~; y) = I&‘:(y). A first attempt as to how 
p might use a follower x follows. 
Wait for a r-expansionary stage s (defined below in the normal fashion) such 
that l,(e, s) >x. Then we will set yt, &) =x and y&(x) = uz(e, X, s). Now we 
will wait for a P-expansionary stage s, 2 s such that L(e, i. sl) > x. Once we find 
such an si, we will set y;,,,(x) = max{u,(e, X, s), $~~,~,(.r)}. Let s2 be the next 
r-expansionary stage. If I?, r r%) f @Z,,, r r%(x), R,, 1 Y&(X) # 
I!‘& 1 yz,&) and I@:,, r Y~,~,(x) = ki,, 1 y;,,,(x), then we can add x to Qs and 
legally change the functionals r), and r’, to agree. If this occurs then 
O = ‘y,S*(fi’t,3,; x) = Y#‘~;x) # Qr(x) = 1 and we will meet .JY,,~. If 
@II,, ! Y%&) f I%, 1 Y%) and %,, 1 Ye,&) f I@:,, r Ye,&), then we can 
legally change rg to echo this change in I@:. Note that if I$‘t,,Y r y’&(x) # 
@k, 1 Y%X) then either pi,, 1 Y;,&) + I@:,, 1 &,(x) or %,, r Y&(X) f 
l8f&, 1 yz,Jx) and hence one of the two cases applies. We will say x is targeted for 
QT by /3 and that x is used by both t and p. However, there are some major 
problems with this attempt. 
First our definitions of the use functions are not sensitive enough to handle 
multiple attacks on .nr,,i via x. The above procedure works if there is only at most 
one change in a below u(e, x, S) after we set things up. If there is more than one 
change we can have difficulties. For example, at the first change in A, only 
I&‘: 1 yz,Jx) changes and the use of @jXfii f3 I$‘:) = I@: grows to be greater than 
yb,$,(x) and on the next change in A, I!‘: 1 yy.S(x) changes but neither 
IV r Y;.&) nor w& 1 max{yk(x), v%x)> ever change (the change can be in 
I&‘: but greater than y;,,,(x)). Hence we cannot properly redefine rb to reflect 
the change nor can we use x to beat Je.;. 
Changes in A occur because there are nodes below p working on some Pi 
which are forced to add markers into A. We are not in a position that we can 
ensure that there will be only one change in A below u(e, x, s); we must be 
allowed to add to A all of the markers currently appointed. Nor can be discard x, 
we must maintain the possibility of either using x to beat Ne,i or for I’g to 
compute Wz. Once we start defining rb we must continue. Hence if Wz changes 
below x we must have some way to legally redefine rb_ However, it is possible to 
set things up so that given any follower x, A 1 u(e, x, s) can only change x times. 
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When we choose a follower x there are only at most x markers around. Let 
z = m(c, y, s) be such a marker. If z enters A, we will initialize c where c is 
working on some ??_ E-0 <r 5, and o is the outcome of 5. By using this, our 
delayed permitting, and some other tricks we will be able to show the number of 
markers not in A which can injure A below u(e, x, s) decreases after z enters A 
(there will be more on this as we continue). So we must come up with a strategy 
which can meet JV~,~ but can handle x changes in A. (For the next few paragraphs 
we will consider C = $9.) 
Let’s reexamine the above strategy and consider all the possible changes in our 
r.e. sets. As above let’s assume that we have a t-expansionary stage at s2 and that 
C does not change below u(e, x, s). There are five different scenarios. If there are 
no changes, we can continue without any worry. If all three of the sets change 
below the use functions, we can redefine the respective use functions using the 
same procedure. If 
then we are able to meet .&e,i, we can redefine y:(x) as above and if there are 
any later changes in A such that I@:,,, 1 Y~,~,(x) #I@:,,, 1 Y~,~,(x), we will just 
redefine rk to reflect the Wz-changes. As we saw above if only Wz changes, we 
can run into difficulties. In addition if Wa changes with or without a W’f change 
we can run into difficulties. For example I@: 1 y;,,,(x) could change allowing the 
use of @(I$‘: 63 I@:) = I@: to grow greater than y&(x) and then when A later 
changes, @ 1 y:,Jx) changes but neither I&‘:,,, 1 Y~,~,(x) nor I@:,, r y:,,(x) ever 
change again (the required change can occur in @irf but greater than y&,(x)). 
These are the only two problems. We can fix them as follows: 
First we deal with just Wz changing by using a technique called layering. We 
will define I“$(e,s) and uk(e, x, s) by induction on k. lode, s) = l,(e, s) and 
Iv’(e, s) = max{z: Z&(e, s) > uk(e, z, s)}, where u’(e, z, s) = u(e, z, s) and for 
I,(e, s) > uk(e, z, s), uk+l (e, z, s) = u(e, uk(e, z, s), s). For each i, define 
uf(e, x, s) = max{y: (Vz E y)[&(z)J A Ah,,(z) < uk(e, x, s)]} + 1. 
So if we preserve a below uk(e, x, s) then we also preserve I%‘: below u:(e, x, s). 
Now we will pick a follower x, wait until I”,(e, s) > x and set y’&(x) = u”,(e, x, s), 
yc,Jx) = u$(e, x, s). At the stage s, where L(e, i, sl) >x we set y;,,,(x) = 
max{qi,s,(x), u;(e, x, s)}. Now let’s consider our bad outcome, @ 1 y:,*(x) does 
not change, I@: 1 Y~,~,(x) does not and I@: 1 yc,Jx) changes. Then Wz can change 
only on the outer layer, i.e., the WE change can only occur on the set 
{ y : u”,(e, x, s) > y 2 u;-’ (e, x, s)} since if Wz changes below u$-‘(e, x, s) then, 
because @(I$! t33 I$‘:) = I@$ W: CI3 Wa must change below cpz(uG-‘(e, x, s)) s 
yz,Jx), yb,&). Hence we can continue defining the functional with the old uses. 
We will only need to use at most x layers. 
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Now we will deal with the Wf change. We will delay the definition of yb,s,(x) 
until we have covered a new follower. We will pick a new follower y >x: and wait 
for a stage t where the above procedure covers y, i.e., yt,,(y)J, yb,,(y)s and 
y$(y)J. Then we will define y;,,(x) = y;,,(y). This delay does not cause any 
problems since we only need to build rb if lim sups L(e, i, s) = o. Now at our 
next r-expansionary stage & if @z 1 y&(x) changes, fit 1 y;,,(x) does not, 
tiz f yf,&) does not but @,’ 1 u$(e, x, t) does, then @! r y$(y) changes, 
@i / y;,,(y) does not and 6’: 1 ~z,~(y) does and hence we can beat Ne,j by using 
y. We say that n and y are grouped together. Of course, if we have the same 
problem with y (i.e., @i/-a 1 ~b,~(y) changes), we will just pick another follower 
and do the same again. So it is very important that this delaying procedure only 
occur finitely often. 
By combining these two ideas we can see that if x is a follower used by /? and y 
is the greater follower such that Y&(X) = y;,,,(y) (y may equal X) and 
@!,, r r’&(x) f @‘:,s, 1 Y%) ( w h ere s is a r-expansionary stage, s, is the next 
@-expansionary stage, and s1 is the next r-expansionary stage after sJ, then 
either @If,, r Y%Y) f RL, r Y&(Y) or @la,,, r Ye,,, f %L, 1 Y;,,,(Y). Hence 
every change in I@: below y:,,(x) allows us to either redefine rb or beat .Ki. 
This will be a very important feature of our construction. If the reader wishes 
more details she is directed to [4]. 
However C can change below uX(e, x, s). This can cause a problem since if we 
do not redefine the use functions we could have a change below J@z r y&(x) 
without a change in either @t r ~fi,~,(x) or @& r yz &). Hence we will be unable 
to either meet NC,, using x or ensure that rh(@i; X) = @z(x). Thus we must 
redefine our use functions when C changes below uX(e, X, s). If C changes below 
uX(e, X, s) at stage t, at the next r-expansionary stage we will go through the 
whole procedure to redefine the use functions. However, the number of markers 
in use at this stage may have increased to be greater than x. This can cause a 
problem since we are only set up to deal with at most x changes in A below the 
use. We must be able to add all these new markers into A. For example, if 
m(E, Y, s)t but m(K Y, t)l> we must add m(E, y, t) to A. We say such a marker 
has to z-respect x. We will be very careful in the construction to ensure every 
marker only has to r-respect finitely many followers used by r. 
Hence for j = 0, 1, 2 and k = 0, 2, if A<(a) = Wj and @i,“(l@:+i ‘3 I@,““) = @If 
then there will only be finitely many changes in C below uX(e, X, s) and we go 
through the redefining procedure finitely many times with little effect on the 
construction. Assume that we need to do this redefining procedure infinitely 
many times. Since we will ensure A can only change below #(e, X, s) x times, 
either for some j, &.(a) # Wi, or for some k, @2(@:t1 Cl3 I$‘~+“) # I?: and hence 
we have met .Ne. To determine if this occurs, for each k E o we will have a 
collection of nodes (Y below r designed to measure whether lim, &‘(e, k - 
1, s) < m but lim, Uk(e, k, s) = 00. If that is the case we will say that (Y has outcome 
u,. We say that (Y is assigned to requirement JV”,~,~. 
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We will ensure that A can change below uX(e, x, s) only x times as follows: Let 
m(E, y, s) E&(X, s) iff r^iE 5, (Y-U, $5, for any (Y, m(E, y, s) $A,, and 
m(E, y, S) < uX(e, x, s). Z&X, S) will be the set of markers which can injure the 
computation uX(e, X, s). For all s we will have that (Z,(X, s)l =SX. We do not have 
to worry about the markers used above z because we will only consider t-correct 
(as defined below) computations at r-expansionary stages. We will ensure that for 
all z-stages t and tl, where t, > t, if a, 1 ux(e, x, t) #a,, 1 ux(e, x, t) then either 
C, r ux(e, x, t) f G, 1 ux(e, x, t> and Mx, t)l a I&, tdl or 4(x, t> n (A, -A) f 
0 and IZr(x, t)l > IZ,(x, tJl. In other words, between r-stages the only changes that 
can occur in a below uX(e, x, t) are caused by either a marker in Z,(X, t) entering 
A or a change in C below uX(e, x, t). In both cases the number of markers which 
can injure the computations involved in calculating uX(e, x, t) does not increase 
and in the second case the number of such markers decreases. While the number 
of these markers does not increase, it may be the case that the value of some of 
these markers changes during this time period; i.e., m(& y, t) E Z,(x, t) and 
m(E, Y, t,) E Z& t,) but 45, Y, 4 # 45, Y, t,)- 
Let E be such that r-i G 5, LX-U, $ E, for any (Y, and 5 is assigned to SPe. 
Informally we say such a 5 must respect z and that a marker z = m(& y, s) $ 
Z&X, S) must z-respect x: if A changes below uX(e, x, s), then z must enter A or be 
initialized. If A changes below uX(e, x, s) or C changes below c(r, z), we must 
add z to A or initialize z, where c(t, z) = min{d(r, s), uX(e, x, s)} and x is the 
greatest follower that z must t-respect (recall, d(t, S) will be defined such that if 
C does not later change below d(r, S) then t is not on the true path). If C changes 
below c(t, z), we will say that t causes the marker z to become unusable. 
Let’s consider the effect of this on the Sacks coding strategy used by E. Assume 
that z = m(5_, y, S) enters A because it is forced to t-respect x. When z enters A 
we will be able to cancel all followers targeted for Q, greater than x (but not x). 
(Recall if w >x then u(e, w, S) > u(e, X, s).) At the next r-expansionary stage t, if 
C, r QA&I(E, y - 1, s)) = C, 1 q,,.,(m(E, Y - 1, s)), we will redefine 45, Y, 0 
with a larger marker before we appoint any more followers targeted for Qs (t 
need not be a E-expansionary stage). By doing this, we have ensured that if the 
new marker m(c, y, t) must r-respect x then the old marker m(E, y, S) must have 
r-respected x. Thus the number of followers targeted for Q, that the marker 
m(E, y, t) must t-respect has not increased from those followers that z had to 
z-respect. If for all followers x, a only changes finitely many times below 
uX(e, x, s), it will be possible for c to appoint infinitely many markers and 
continue the strategy as before. However, if A changes infinitely many times 
below ux(e, x, s), this will cause almost all of the markers used by Zj to enter A or 
be initialized and hence 5 may be unable to meet Ye. Let z = m(g, y, s). 5 will 
have outcome (u,, z) if z is a marker and all the markers greater than z enter A 
or are initialized because they are forced to r-respect some finite number of 
followers. This outcome implies that either for some Z, AL(A) # Wi,, or for some 
k, @:(I,$‘:+’ @ I@‘,“‘“) # @7pk. However, we will not consider this to be an outcome 
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of t. By ignoring the fact that this outcome implies that either for some 
Z, AL(a) # Wi,, or for some k, @:(I@$+’ CB P:+2) # IQ:, we will miss an outcome 
of r. But we will later see this same outcome at some node LY assigned to N‘e,i,k 
and take the appropriate action. 
To meet PPc’,, we will ensure that there is a node 6 below LY-u, working on PC’,, 
where a is assigned to Jc,i,k and hence the markers used by this node do not have 
to r-respect the followers targeted for Q,. The markers used by 6 will be only 
allowed to enter A at stages where C changes below U“(e, k, s). The markers 
used by E must be bigger than &‘(e, k - 1, s). To ensure that this occurs we 
must be careful when we choose markers for E and we will also have to initialize ,$ 
when &‘(e, k - 1, -) h g ( c an es we will do this at r-expansionary stages). Hence 
these markers cannot force A to change below c?‘(e, k - 1, s). The parameter 
d(S, S) will be used to ensure that these markers only enter A at the correct 
stages. 
In addition to changing below uX(e, X, s), C may change below vi,$,(x) 
infinitely often. In other words, there may be infinitely many stages s1 where 
YS,(@:,S,: X) = Q,,,,(X) but at some stage t > sl, !&(I@~,,; x)? because of some C 
change below r~&~,(x). Hence Y;(@t) f Q,. To measure whether this happens, 
we will have some node (Y below /3 assigned to Ne,i,k* We say that (Y has outcome 
uB if lim, lyi,,(k) = 03 (this can be thought of as one of the outcomes of /?). As 
above when C changes below vi,,,(X), we must redefine yb(x) and ensure that all 
the appropriate markers are initialized or added to A. We will design the 
construction so that this action is the dual of the similar action taken for r. 
The effect of C changing below r~j~,~(x) is similar to that of C changing below 
uX(_x, s). We define ZB(x, S) in a similar fashion. Let 5 be such that /3-i c E and 
cu-up $ c, for any a. We say such a E must respect p and that a marker 
z = m(& y, S) $ Zp(x, S) must P-respect x. If A changes below q&), z must enter 
A or be initialized. If C changes below min{d(p, s), @Jo,,}, then z must enter A 
and we say 0 caused the marker z to become unusable. At the next /3- 
expansionary stage t, if C. r q~&m(E, Y - 1, s)) = C, 1 q~~,~(m(E, y - 1, s)), we 
will instantly redefine m(E, y, t) with a larger marker (again t may not be a 
&expansionary stage). E will have outcome (us, z) if z is a marker and all the 
markers greater than z enter A or are initialized because they are forced to 
P-respect some finite number of followers. This implies that Yi(@t) # Q, 
because for some follower x, lim, qi,s(X) = a. TO meet PC’,, we will ensure that 
there is a node below a-u0 working on SPc where & is assigned to JV~,~,~ and hence 
the markers used by this node do not have to P-respect the followers targeted for 
Q,. Let 6 2 a-rig. The markers used by 6 will be greater than qji,s(k - 1) and can 
only be allowed to enter A at stages where C changes below qi,s(k) and hence 
cannot injure or change the value of qi,s(k - 1). 
However, at some stages /3 will be forced to appoint a new follower y such that 
x and y can be grouped together. If this occurs at stage S, we must ensure that 
ZB(y, S) = Z,(x, S) (otherwise, we may be forced to take the grouping action 
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infinitely often). Since the only worry is those markers appointed at stage s, we 
will allow 6 to discontinue part of the construction for the rest of this stage and 
hence no new markers are appointed after this point in the stage. Other nodes 
will also be able to discontinue the construction. 
We discontinue the construction at certain nodes if we believe that continuing 
could in some way damage the construction. For example, in the above case, if 
we allow the construction to continue, we may appoint a marker less than ~,,~(y) 
but greater than +i,s(~). Now, if this marker enters A, we will be forced to group 
y with another marker z. This could occur infinitely often damaging our ability to 
construct the functional rf3. We will also discontinue the construction if (Y is 
assigned to some $Pe and we assign a new marker for a at stage s. If we did not 
discontinue we could have the following problem: We place two markers at some 
stage, m, and m2, where ml < m2. At some later stage we have some follower x 
such that {ml} =I,( x, s + 1). Now m, enters A at stage t but m2 does not and 
{m2} = I,@, t + 1). W e would like to ensure if m is a marker and enters A then 
all greater markers also enter A. We can do this by discontinuing the construction 
after the placement of new markers. 
Let’s review all the possible outcomes for all the nodes working on some 
subrequirement of .&. r can have outcome i if lim sup, l&e, s) = w and f 
otherwise, ordered i < f. p can have outcome i if lim sups L(e, i, s) = w and f 
otherwise, ordered i < f. (Y has outcome u,, if lim, uk(e, k, s) = co. m has outcome 
up if lim, o,,(k) = co. Otherwise a has outcome w. We will order these outcomes 
as follows: u, < uB < w. 
Let’s reconsider the outcomes for E assigned to some Pe. Let { 6i: i s k} be the 
collection of all 6 such that i$ must respect 6. Assume that these sets are ordered 
such that hi 1 6,+1. The outcomes of .$ are (u,,, z), (u, z), and w, for all i, z. 
Recall that w denotes that lim, l&e, s) < o, (u, z) denotes that Ge(C; z) has 
unbounded use and (u,, z) denotes that z is a marker and all the markers greater 
than z enter A or are initialized because they are forced to r-respect some finite 
number of followers. These outcomes will be ordered: 
(u, 0) < (U&, 0) < (us,, 0) <. * . < (U&, 0) < (u, 1) < (US”’ 1) < . - . -=c w. 
Let t’ be a node assigned to .& or some subrequirement JV~,,~~, r be a node 
assigned to Je or some subrequirement &, and g assigned to PC’,, where 
z’ c r c Zj. Assume that x is a follower being used by r and that the marker 
z = m(& y, s) must r-respect x. In addition assume that z enters A or is 
initialized because r causes z to become unusable (i.e., C changes below 
uX(e, X, s) (or lyi,s(X))). Then the marker is redefined at the next r-expansionary 
stage t (but not before) and we cancel all the followers greater than x used by r 
which are not grouped together (assuming C, 1 q,,,&4& y - 1, s)) = 
C, 1 q,,,,(m(E, y - 1, s)) and we do not discontinue part of the construction at this 
stage). Hence during the period of time that the marker is undefined we will not 
increase the number of markers that m(& y, t) must r-respect (except possibly by 
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the grouping action but this can only happen a finite number of times) but we 
may increase the number of followers being used by z’ that m(& y, t) must 
t’-respect. Therefore the number of followers used by r’ that m(c, y, t) must 
?-respect can only increase infinitely often if for some follower x, which 
m(g, y, t) must r-respect, uX(e, X, s) (or Y~,.~(x)) has unbounded use. 
Meeting 9% To meet 93 we will build a functional r such that T(B) = A. The 
only way numbers can enter A is if they are a marker for some Sacks coding 
strategy. If z is not a marker, we will define T(B; z) = 0 with use 0. Assume that 
z = m(a; y, s) is a marker, where LY is assigned to PPe. When z becomes a marker, 
we will define q(&; z) = 0 with use max{y + 1, c(z)}, where 
and 
c(r, z) = min{d(r, s), uX(e, X, s): x is the greatest follower that z must 
r-respect} 
c(z) = max({min{d(a, s), q,.,(m(e, y - 1, s))}} U (~(6, 2): E must 
respect 6)) + 1. 
If C changes below c(z), then we will either dump z into A or initialize z and 
redefine r to reflect this. This is different from the function d (d is defined 
below). If C changes below d(a; s) we are allowed to add z to A but if C changes 
below c(z) we must add z to A. If z is active and y enters B, say at stage r, we will 
reset the use to be max{ rs(z), d(cu, t)} + 1. Now if y,(z) = CC or C later changes 
below y,(z), we will add z to A and legally redefine r. 
We are now prepared to start the details of the formal construction. 
Throughout the next definition we are assuming that our coding of w x w x w 
into o obeys the following: if ii # 0 then (e,, 0, 0) < (e,, i,, 0); if k, < k, then 
(e,, iO, k,) <(e,,, io, k,); if (e,, 0, 0) < (e,, i,, k,), i, >O, and k, >O then for 
some i, > 0, (e,,, i,,, 0) < (e,, il, k,); and if (e,,, iO, 0) <(e,, i,, k,) then for all 
k. < kr, (eO, in, k,) < (e,, i,, k,) (hence this is not the standard coding). This 
coding will play an important role in the proof of Lemma 7. 
Definition 2. We will define the tree of strategies T by induction. Let A. be the 
empty string. We say that 9” is assigned to A. and A E T. Let P(d) = w - {0}, 
N(il) = o x w x O. Assume that (Y E T. There are four cases: 
Case 1. (Y is assigned to some q. Let (e, i, k) be the least ordered triple in 
N(o) and 6 be such that either 6 = LY-w, 6 E {a”-(u,,, z): z E u) A 6’~ LY}, or 
6 E {a-(~, z): z E o}. Then 6 E T; N(6) = N(a) - {(e, i, k)}; P(6) = P(a); if 
i, k = 0, 6 is assigned to .&; if i > 0 and k = 0, 6 is assigned to JY~,~; otherwise 6 is 
assigned to NC,;,,. 
Case 2. a is assigned to some N;. Let 6 E { cu^f, (Y-i} and e be the least number 
in P(a). Then 6 E T, P(6) = P(a) - {e}, N(6) = N(a) and 6 is assigned to Pe. 
Case 3. LY is assigned to some Nj,q. Let 6 E { cu-f, a-i} and e be the least 
number in P(a). Then 6 E T, P(S) = P( (u) - {e}, N( 6) = N( (Y) and 6 is assigned 
to Ye’,. 
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Case 4. a is assigned to some Nj,q,n. Let z c (Y be the greatest string such that r 
is assigned to ~j and p c_ a be the greatest string such that p is assigned to .&,. 
Subcase 42. Let 6 = a-u, and e be the least number in P(r). Then 6 E T, 
P(6) = P(z) - {e}, N(d) = N(t) - {(j, 1, r): 1, r E w} and 6 is assigned to cP~. 
Subcase 4p. Let 6 = amug and e be the least number in P(p). Then 6 E T, 
P(6) = P(p) - {e}, N(6) = N(P) - {(j, q, r): r E o} and 6 is assigned to PC. 
Subcase 4cr. Let 6 = (Y-W and e be the least number in P(a). Then 6 E T, 
P(d) = P(a) - {e}, N(6) = N(w) and 6 is assigned to ~9~. 
Definition 3. (i) (Y must respect 6 if either a = 6 or 6-i E LY; and, for all E and Z$‘, 
if g’ s 6 c z c a and 6 must respect g’, then E-t+, $ a. 
(ii) A marker z = m(a, y, S) must S-respect the uncanceled follower x, if a: 
must respect 6, z > ~(6, x, S) (defined below), and if x is targeted for some Q, by 
some /3 (since x is a follower such a r and /3 exist), then either 6 = t or 6 = p (we 
say such a follower is used by 6). 
Definition 4. (i) Let u((u, x, S) = max(X), where 
X = {cP(e, x, s): 3r G LY [t is assigned to NC and (Y must respect r]} 
u {Vi,s(x): 3P E 6 [P is assigned to JV~,~ and LY must respect /3]}. 
Recall I’$(e, S) = fN(e, S) and l$+i(e, S) = max{z: l,,(e, S) > uk(e, z, s)}, where 
uO(e, z, s) = u(e, z, s) = max{&(g?Z,,(x)), &(q&(x)), 
K%?&(~))? U&(x))) + I 
and for I,(e, S) > u“(e, z, s), ukt’(e, z, s) = u(e, uk(e, z, s), s). 
(ii) If r is assigned to some Ne or to some Ne,j, for each i, we will define the 
function ui(r, x, S) 
ui(z, x, s) = maxty: (vz <Y)[X,,(z)J A X-,,(z) s de, x, s)]) 
(i.e., if we preserve a below u(r, x, S) then we also preserve WL below 
u;(r, x7 s)). 
(iii) Let Z,(x,s + l)= {m(&y, s + 1): m(&y, s+ l)J,, 5 must respect 6, 
m(E, y, s + I) 4 A,, and m(E, Y, s + 1) < ~(6, x, s)). 
(iv) Assume s is a b-expansionary stage (defined below) and m(& y, s) 
is appointed or redefined at stage s. Then ~(6, m(E, Y, s)) = 
min{d(b, s), ~(6, x, s)} (d is defined below) where 5 must respect 6 and x is the 
greatest uncanceled follower that m(g, y, S) must a-respect. 
If (Y must respect r then (Y believes that for e, where r is assigned to .hr,, for 
j = 0, 1,2 and k = 0, 2, A;(a) = Wi, and @f(Wt+’ Cl3 Wt+‘) = Wt. If (Y must 
respect p then (Y believes that for i, where /3 is assigned to Nc,i, ‘Pii = QZ. We 
will leave it to the reader to verify that for all Pe and infinite paths h through T, 
there is a node a c h such that a is assigned to PC and for all 6 # (Y, if LY respects 
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6 then for all g c h, g- ug 4 h. Similarly for all e, there is a node r such that t is 
assigned to &, r of, and for all 6 c Z, if t must respect 6, then for all 
6 c f, E-ub 4 f and for all e and i, there is a node /I such that p is assigned to 
,&, p c f, and for all 6 c 6, if p must respect 6, then for all 5 c f -ug #f. 
Definition 5. Set d(d, s) = a. Let a = 6-o. The delayed permission parameter 
d(a, s) is defined by one of the following cases: 
Case 1. If 6 is assigned to some P_ o = (u, z), and z = m(o, y, s), then 
d(a, s> = min{d(& s), V&Z)) + 1. 
Case 2. If 6 is assigned to some Pe, o = (us, z), and z = m(cu, y, s), then 
d(a, s) = min(d(8, s), ~(5, m(cu, y + 1, s))} + 1. 
Case 3. If 6 is assigned to some JV~,;,~ and o = Us, then d(cu, s) = 
min{d(& s), 46, k s)). 
Case 4. Otherwise d(a, s) = d(6, s). (The function d is used to allow us to 
predict a C change below d. The three cases above are the only cases where 
information is provided about a C change.) 
Definition 6. We say a computation Ys(a; x) is cu-correct at stage s if 
Condition 1. If LY = 6-0, 6 is assigned to some Pe, z = m(a, y, s), and either 
o = (u, z) or o = (u6, z), then for all w > y, if m(cu, w, s) is defined and less than 
q,Jx) then m(cu, w, s) E A,. 
Condition 2. Either a = A or a: = 6-o and !Ps(s(a,; x) is a-correct at stage s. 
Some notation niceties. If LX is assigned to some Ye, to initialize IX at stage s 
means to cancel all the markers used by r~ at stage s and start afresh later with 
new markers; i.e., if y 20 then m(cu, y, s)? (we always have that m(a, -1, s) = 
0). We say a stage s + 1 is a-expansionary, if a~f,+~, Me, s) > 
max{l,,(e, s’): s’ <s A Ly ~f.z+l}, f or all markers x = m(cu, y, s), I?(e, x, s) >x, 
and all the computations involved (including the length of agreement) are 
a-correct at stage s. 
When we pick a new number for any reason, we always choose a number larger 
than any other number ever considered. The group of x is the equivalence class of 
x under the relation formed by considering the transitive reflexive closure of the 
grouping relationship (i.e., x and z are grouped together). 
A follower x is targeted for Q, at stage s, if x is targeted for Qs by p at stage s 
where p is assigned to JV~,~ and z is the largest substring of /I assigned to .Ir, (it is 
easy to show that /!I must respect t). An uncanceled follower x is used by j? at 
stage s if x is targeted for Q, by /3 at stage s. An uncanceled follower x is used by 
T if x is targeted for QT. To initialize ,6 at stage s means to cancel all followers 
targeted towards QT by /3 and restart the construction of the functional rb. To 
initialize z at stage s means to restart the construction of the r.e. set Q, and the 
functionals r”, and r’, and to initialize all p at stage s, where /3 is assigned to Nc,j 
and T is the largest substring of j? assigned to NC (again p must respect r). 
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We say a stage s + 1 is r-expansionary, if z ~fs+i; for all followers x targeted 
for Q, at stage s, for all 6, if r must respect 6, then ~(6, X, s)i; IN(e, s) > 
max{l,(e, s’): s’ <s A (Y of s,+l,; and all the computations involved are r-correct 
at stage s. We say a stage s + 1 is /3-expansionary, if p cfs+, ; for all followers x 
targeted for Qr by some p at stage s, for all 6, if p must respect 6, then 
~(6, X, s)L; L(e, s) > max{l(e, s’): s’ <s A (Y sfs,+i}; and all the computations 
involved (including the length of agreement) are /?-correct at stage s. 
Since the functionals r”,, r”,, and rk will only be defined during certain stages, 
we will assume that if the underlying set of any of these functionals changes 
between these certain stages then this functional is undefined at this stage. For 
example, if for some x and s, pi,,(W&: x)1 and Wz,, 1 y:,,(x)) # W!,s+l 1 &(x)) 
then unless we explicitly otherwise define ~~,s+l(Wk),s+l; x) during the construc- 
tion, G,,+i(IJ%+i; x)?. We will call this trick, the pseudo hut-trick. 
The construction (All parameters remain the same from stage to stage unless 
explicitly defined.) 
Stage 0. fo = A, A” = 0, T;,(B,;x)T, m a, -1, 0) = O, m(a, x9 O>T, TZ,“(W:,“;x>t, ( 
~,,(Wh x)?, and l&,(W~,o; x)T, for all x 2 0, LY, r, and ,!3. 
Stage s + 1. Complete each of the following two steps. 
Step 1. (Finding the approximation to the true path at stage s + 1, fs+i, and 
determining the action alongf,,,.) Let l,=l{(o,y, t): tcs ~m(cx,y, t)J}I. Pick 
1, + s + 1 numbers. Let A4, be the set of these numbers. During this stage, when 
we define markers we will always use numbers from M,. After defining fs+,, 
initialize all g where fs,, <r $. We will define fs,, by induction. First A. cfT+i. 
Assume a ifs+, and [(YJ < s. Use the first case which applies. 
Case 1. (Y = r is assigned to some JV”~. If s is not a r-expansionary stage then let 
r-f cfs+i. Assume that s is a r-expansionary stage. Let r-i &+i. Now we will 
take the following action to construct Qs and the functionals r”, and r”, such that 
r”,(@!) = r”,(@) = Q,. Let t <s be the greatest stage such that either r-i cfi+i 
or t = 0. For all uncanceled followers x used by r, if u(r, X, t)l, and 
C, 1 min{d(r, t), u(t, x, t)} # C, 1 min{d(t, t), u(z, x, t)} then cancel all follow- 
ers used by t which are greater than x in a different group than x. Do the 
following substeps. 
Substep 1.1. If there exists an uncanceled follower x such that either 
C, 1 u(z, x, t) # C, r u(z, x, t) or Z,(x, t) n A, # 0, then let x be the least and do 
the following: For all g such that 5 must respect r and E is assigned to JV~,,~,,~, 
where k’ > x, initialize all c where E-u, G 5;. 
Substep 1.2. For all uncanceled followers x such that x is targeted for Q, by 
some P and x $ Q,.,, apply the first subcase, if any. 
Subcuse 1.2.1. If &(x)T, y’,,,(x)t and rh,s(x)T (for example, due to a C 
change below the use), for all i E (0, 2}, define T’),,+l(I@~,,+l;~) = Q_+,(x) = 0 
with use ui(z, x, s). 
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Subcase 1.2.2. (Enumeration into Q,.) If y~,,(x)~, y~,&)~, and y&(x)J, 
then add x to Qs,S+l and define r”,,,+,(@~,,+l; X) = r~,S+l(@‘&+,; x) = 
Qr,s+l(x) = 1 with use Y%,,+~(x). 
Subcase 1.2.3. If for some i E (0, 21, y&(x) t then define 
GS+l(@?,S+G x) = QT..&) with use Y’,,,+~ (x). (In this case we are using the 
layering.) 
Substep 1.3. For all x =S.S such that either x E QS,, or x is not an uncanceled 
follower used by r and, for some i, y’,, Jx)?, then define &(@L,,; X) = Qs,.Y(x) 
with use y$+,(x), if y$+,(x)J, and 0, otherwise. 
Substep 1.4. For all markers Z, such that r caused z = m(& y, s,) to become 
unusable at stage sl, where t <s, CS, do the following. Assume that z was 
appointed at stage s2. (since r-i c 5, s2 ~t+l.)Assumeforallt<s,~s,forall6 
and for all uncanceled followers x used by 6, if t-i 2 6 and z must b-respect x, 
then a,, ru(6, x, s2)} = a,,, r ~(6, x, s2) and C,, 1 r = C,,, I r where r = 
min{d(& s2), qL,(m(E, Y - 1, ~2))) w h ere P’,, is assigned to. Then let x E 44, be 
the least unused number, let ~(5, y, s + 1) = x, declare x as used, activate 
m(E, y - 1, s), and initialize x where E-w 5 x. (We say r replaced the marker for 
y. r can only replace f, markers and a marker is not replaced twice in one stage. 
Hence there are enough unused numbers in MY.) 
Case 2. a = p is assigned to some JV~,,. If s is not a P-expansionary stage then 
let 6-f cfs+l. Assume that s is a P-expansionary stage. Let r be the greatest 
substring of /3 assigned to JV~ (/? must respect t). Now we take the following 
action to build the functional I’f such that if !P~(W~) = Q, then rh(#i) = Wf. Let 
t < s be the greatest stage such that either t = 0 or p-i ~fr+,. For all uncanceled 
followers x used by /3, if ~(0, x, t)l and C, 1 min{d(P, t), u(P, x, t)> f 
C, 1 min{d(P, t), u(p, x, t)}, then cancel all followers used by /3 which are greater 
than x and in a different group than X. Do all of the following substeps. 
Substep 1.1. If there exists an uncanceled follower x such that either 
C, 1 u(p, x, t) f C, 1 u(p, x, t) or &(x, t) f~ A, f 0, then let x be the least and do 
the following: For all 5 such that &’ must respect /3 and 5 is assigned to JV~,,;,,~, 
where k’ > x, initialize all c where E-u c_ 5. 
Substep 2.2. For all x such that x is an uncanceled follower used by /!l and 
&(x)~, apply, in decreasing order on x, the first subcase, if any. 
Subcase 2.2.1. Assume x and z are grouped together where z is the least 
uncanceled follower greater than x. If r~,,+,(I$‘&+,; z)I, then define 
~~,S+l(R*S+l; x) = Wl,,+&) with use ~f3.~+~(~). If &+l(@‘r,,+l; z)?, then 
define $,S+l(@~,S+l; x)?. 
Subcase 2.2.2. If x $ QT.,, and there is a stage t, such that t + 1 <t, ds, 
y$,G>?, yfdx>t, Y’,,&>?~ Y’$,+I&% Y$,+~(x)~, and *A.,,+, 1 U,(T xj tl + 
1) = I@:., 1 u,(t, x, tl + 1) (Wi changes at some stage but then both Wp and Wz 
change during or after that stage, allowing us to redefine Pi and rz at the next 
r-expansionary stage to reflect the possible change in the use of l$(e, s) caused by 
the Wi change), let r~,,+,(I@~.,+,;x) = W,“,,+,(x) with use u,(p, x, s). 
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Subcase 2.2.3. (In the next three cases, Wa changes at some stage and it is 
impossible to redefine both P, and I”, at some later r-expansionary stage to 
reflect the possible change in the use of I”,(e, s) caused by the Wa change.) If 
Zs(x, t) n A, f 0 and there is a least uncanceled follower z greater than x used by 
p, then we say x and z are grouped together. If I’~,S+,(@~,,+,;~)J, then 
$,+i(@f,,+i;x) = W&+i(x) with use v&+i(z). 
Subcase 2.2.4. If fa(x, t) n A, # 0 and there is not an uncanceled follower 
z >x used by /3 then pick a new follower z targeted for Qr by p, let fs+i = (Y, and 
after competing this substep discontinue this step. We say that p discontinued the 
definition of fs+ 1 and x and z are grouped together. 
Subcase 2.2.5. Let T~,S+1(18’~,S+1; x) = Wk’,,+l(x) with use ui(p, x, s). 
Substep 2.3. Let /3-i ~fs+i. Pick a new follower targeted for Q, by /3. For all 
x GS, if x is not an uncanceled follower used by /3 and &+l(I$‘&+l; z)J, where 
z is the least uncanceled follower greater than x, then let r~,,+l(@‘f,,+l;~) = 
W$+r(x) with use ~fi,~+i(z). 
Substep 2.4. For all markers z, such that /3 caused z = m(E, y, si) to become 
unusable at stage s,, where t < s1 s s, do the following. Assume that z was 
appointed at stage s2. (Since /3-i c 5, s2 c t + 1.) Assume for all t < s3 s s, for all 
6 and for all uncanceled followers x used by 6, if p c 6 and z must &respect x, 
then a,, ru(6, x, G)} = a,+, 1 u(6,n, s2) and C,, 1 r= Cs+I 1 r where r= 
min{d(& ~2)) &,(m(E, Y - 1, ~2))) w h ere 8,. is assigned to. Then let x E MS be 
the least unused number, let m(& y, s + 1) = x, declare x as used, activate 
m(E, y - 1, s), and initialize x where E-w G x. (Again we say /3 replaced the 
marker for y. /3 can only replace 1, markers and a marker is not replaced twice in 
one stage and hence there are enough unused numbers in MS.) 
Case 3. cy is assigned to some Nc,i,k+ Let t < s be the greatest stage such that 
either a ~ft+i or t = 0. Let /3 be the greatest substring of (Y assigned to Ne,i and r 
the greatest substring of p assigned to Ne (we can show that cr must respect both 
fi and r). If C, 1 u(t, k, t) +C, r u(t, k, t), let a-u, ~fs+i. If C, r u(p, k, s) # 
C, 1 u(j3, k, s), let cu-uB ~fs+i. Otherwise, LY-W ~fs+i. 
Case 4. (Y is assigned to some PC. If s is not an a-expansionary stage then let 
a-w cfs+,, otherwise do the following: Let t <s be the greatest stage such that 
either a ~fr+~ or t = 0. Let z = m((~, y, s) be the least inactive marker. Hence 
z = m(a, y, t) 4 A, and either IIZ(LY, y, s) EA, or m(cu, y, s)?. 
Subcase 4.1. If either C, 1 min{d(a, t), Q)~,~(z)} # C, r min{d(cr, t), QI~,~(z)} 
or m((~, y + 1, t)l and for some 6, C, rc(6, rn(cq y + 1, t)) f C, rc(6, m(a, y + 
1, t)), where (Y must respect 6, then do the following: If C, r r # C, 1 r where 
r = min{d(a: t), g~~,~(z)}, let (Y-(u, z) cf,+i. If C, 1 r, f C, 1 r,, where r, = 
~(6, m(a, y + 1, t)), let 6 be the greatest such and a-(~,, z) ~fs+~. 
Subcase 4.2. Otherwise. Let x E MS be the least unused number, let 
x = m(cu, y + 1, s + l), declare x as used, activate m(cu, y, s), and initialize 5 
where a-w c 5_. (Since we can only replace at most 1, markers and IM.,I = 
1, + s + 1, there is always an unused number in M,. In this case the definition of 
fs,, is not extended and we say a, discontinued the definition of fs+l.) 
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Step 2. (In this step we will construct A and build the functional r such that 
T(B) = A.) Let { cri: i < k} be the collection of all nodes c~ such that a is assigned 
to some $Pe and there is some uncanceled marker z = ~(a, y, s) # - 1. Assume 
this collection is ordered such that for all i, either cui c ~i+1 or hi CL cUi+r. 
Substep 2.1. For each i G k and in increasing order, do the following. Assume 
LY = q. If a was initialized by the action of some previous a;, go on to the next i. 
For each z such that z = m( (Y, y, s), for some y # - 1, use the first case which 
applies. 
Case 2.1.1. z became a marker at stage s + 1. Let c+r(&,+,; z) =A,+,(z) = 0 
with use us+, = max{y + 1, c(z)}, where 
c(z) = max({min{d(a, s), q,,,(m(e, Y - 1, ~1)) U (~(4 ~(a, y, ~1): 
LY must respect 6)) + 1. 
(If C changes below c(z),then z must enter A. If C changes below d(ct; s) we are 
allowed to add z to A. (See the earlier section on meeting a.)) 
Case 2.1.2. If C, 1 c(z) # C,+r 1 c(z), then add .z into A, declare m(a, y - 
1, s) as inactive and let &+,(B,+l;z) =A,+,(z) with use 0. If 
C, r min{d(a, s), qe.&(e, y - I, s))) # C,+, r min{d(a, s), qe.Jm(er Y - 1, s))}, 
initialize E where a-(~, m(cu, y - 1, s)) <r E. Otherwise, let 6 c a be the greatest 
node such that C, r min{d(b, s), ~(6, x, s)) # C,+r 1 minfd(4 ~1, ~(4 x, s>> and 
initialize E where cr-(u,, m(a, y - 1, s)) CL g. In the last case, we say that 6 
caused the marker z to become unusable at stage s + 1. 
Case 2.1.3. z is an active marker and y’ E B,+l - B,v, where y’sy. (By 
induction on s, we know that rs(z) >y’.) Apply one of the following subcases: 
Subcase 2.1.3.1. (Setting up the delayed permitting.) If d(a, s) < ~0, let 
4+1(&+1; z)) =A,+,(z) with use max{~,(z), d(a, s)} + 1. We say z is waiting 
on delayed permitting for y I. 
Subcuse 2.1.3.2. (No delayed permitting; direct enumeration into A.) If 
d(cu, s) = a, then add z into A and let c+l(B,+l; z) = A,+,(z) = 1 with use 0. If 
y’ < y, declare m(a, y, s) as inactive. Initialize g where (u-(u, m(cr, y - 1, s)) <L 
Em 
Case 2.1.4. (Delayed permitting) If z is waiting on delayed permitting for 
some least Y’, C, 1 rX(z) f C,+r 1 rs(z), and C, 1 d(a, s) # C,,, 1 d(m, s), then 
put z into A, let I;1+i(&+,; z) =A,+,(z) = 1 with use 0, if y’ <y, declare z as 
inactive, and initialize 5 where (u-(u, ~(LY, y’ - 1, s)) <= E. (Note that even if 
Case 2.1.3.1 was used the last time T(z) was redefined, we may have that 
ys(z) > d(a, s). This could occur if some computation recently converged.) 
Substep 2.2. For all z cs, if z is not a marker at stage s + 1 or z E As+, , then 
let c+l(&+l; z) =A,+I(z) with use 0, if rs(z)T and use yr(z), otherwise. 
The verification 
Definition 7. Let A of Given c~ E let a-0 iff there are many 
stages s (Y-O ifs there exists a t such that s 1 fr fc (Y-O and 
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(Y-O is never initialized after stage t. 
f is the true path; the leftmost path visited infinitely often. Furthermore, if 
(Y of then a is only initialized finitely many times. The following eight lemmas 
will be proved simultaneously by induction on d cJ One of the main goals of the 
next eight lemmas is to show that f is an infinite path through T. The following 
three lemmas are the key to the construction. Recall &(x, s + 1) = {m(& y, s + 
1): m(‘5 Y, s + I)19 5 must respect 6, m(& y, s + 1) $ A,, and m(& y, s + 1) < 
46, x, s)). 
Lemma 1 (The r-injury lemma). Let x be a follower targeted for Q, appointed by 
stage s + 1, s be a stage such that r-i cfs+r, and t > s the next stage where 
t-i ~ft+r. Zf u(z, x, s)l, let u = u(z, x, s). Assume that x has not been canceled by 
stage t + 1. Then 
(i) u(r, x, s)? iff x is appointed as a follower at stage s + 1. Furthermore, if x 
was appointed us a follower at stage s + 1 then l&(x, t + l)\ GX. 
(ii) Zf u(z, x, s)i, C, 1 u = C, r u and Z,(x, s + 1) fl A, = 0, then Z,(x, s + 1) 2 
Z,(x, t + 1). 
(iii) Assume u(t, x, s)l and there is a least stage s < t, s t such that A,, 1 u # 
a, r u. Then 
(a) Either C, 1 u f C,, r u and IZ,(x, s + l)[ 2 IZ,(x, t + 1)1 or there is a 
z E Z,(x, s + 1) n A,,. 
(b) Zf C, r u = C,, 1 u then IZ,(x, s + 1)1> JZ,(x, t f l)\. 
Proof. By induction on s. 
(i) u(r, x, s)? iff x is appointed at stage s + 1 (otherwise s + 1 is not 
r-expansionary). If E receives new markers at stage s + 1 and x is appointed at 
stage s + 1 then since we choose the I, + s + 1 possible values the markers can 
have before we choose any of the followers there are less than x markers in use 
at stage s + 1 (where 1, = I{ (a, y, t): t s s A m(cu, y, t)L}I). If 5 z r-i then 5 does 
not receive any new markers between stage s + 1 and stage t + 1. Hence 
IZr(x, t + 1)l <x. 
(ii) u(r, x, t) = u. Hence nothing in Z,(x, s + 1) can enter A but markers in 
Z,(x, s + 1) can be canceled. All new markers appointed after stage s + 1 are 
greater than u. 
(iii) (a) We will first assume that C, r u # C,, 1 u. If C, r u # C,, 1 u, 5 respects 
r, and z = m(E, y, s + 1) 2 u(t, x, s + l), then m(g, y, s + 1) is dumped into A at 
stage tI. No 6 c z can replace z. Therefore if m(& y, t + 1) E Z,(x, t + 1) then 
m(& y, s + 1) E Z,(X, s + 1). 
Now assume that C, 1 u = C,, f u. Hence some marker z = m(Z$, y, t,) less than 
u enters A at stage tl. To show z E Z,(x, s + 1) it is enough to show that c respects 
z. 
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If E < t, then since all the computations involved in ~(t, X, s) are r-correct at 
stage s, E-(0, m(& y, s)) <r t, for all o (otherwise z must be in A,), and hence r 
is initialized when ~(6, y, s) enters A. If t-i <r 5, then E is initialized at stages 
s + 1 and t + 1. Hence r-i G 5. Assume 6 does not respect r. Thus there is a 6 
and 6’ such that S c r c 6’-ug s 5, r must respect 6, 6’ must respect r, and 6’ is 
assigned to some JV~,~,~. Assume k >x. The marker z cannot exist when x was 
picked since we always pick our followers to be greater than every number 
considered before and hence greater than k. The marker m(& y, t,) was first 
defined at a stage s, + 1 where ~(t, X, s,)l and therefore m(& y, s1 + l)> 
u(r, X, sr). By induction, we know if u # u(r, x, s,), then either C,, 1 u(t, x, s,) f 
C, 1 u(r, x, s,) or some &(x, s1 + 1) n A, #0. In either case, 6 is initialized by 
Substep 1.1 before stage t,. Hence k 6 x. Since C, 1 d(& s) # C,, r d(& s), 
C, 144 k, s) f C,, /~(a, k, s). Since ~(6, k, s) =S ~(6, x, s) s u(z, x, s) = a, 
C, 1 u # C,, 1 u. Therefore E must respect t. 
(b) We must show that I&(x, s + l)l> [Z&X, t + 1)j. Assume that E’ must 
respect r, m(E’, q, t + 1) < u(r, x, t) and m(E’, q, t + 1) $A,. Since any markers 
first defined at stage t + 1 are greater than u(r, x, t), m(E’, q, t + 1) = m(E’, q, t). 
If m(c’, q, t2) is redefined at stage t2 where s + 2 6 t2 c t then some 6 c t 
replaced the marker for y with a number greater than ~(t, x, s + 1) and hence 
m(& y, s + l)J (otherwise, since t ~fs+r, the marker for y cannot be replaced 
during this time period). Therefore it is enough to show that if u = m(c’, q, s + 
1) 3 z then ZJ enters A before or at stage t + 1 and is not redefined until stage 
t+ 1. 
z must have been appointed before stage s + 1 and m(E, y, s) = m(& y, tJ 
(otherwise _z > u). No 6 E t causes the marker for y to become unusable at stage 
t, (otherwise there is a C change below U) and hence no such 6 can replace the 
marker for y. Hence m(& y, -) cannot be redefined until after stage t. 
Assume that u = m(E’, q, s + 1) > z. Either for all o, c-(0, m(& y - 1, s)) <,_ 
5’ (since z = m(& y, s) $ A,) or E’ E E. In the first case, 6’ is initialized when z 
enters A and 6’ does not receive any new markers until after stage t. If E = 5, 
then u enters A when z does and since Z,(x, s) rl A,, # 0, LJ = m(g’, q, -) cannot 
be redefined until after stage t. Assume E’ c E. Hence u was appointed after z 
was appointed. If E’-w E g, then z is initialized when v is appointed and hence 
cannot enter A. Therefore, &+-(o, z’) E E, where z’ < v and o = u or ug. If o = u, 
then since C, r 4E, ~1 f G, r 465 $1, C,,-, r Q)~~,~~-&‘) # G, r Q)~~,~~-~(z’) and 
hence v enters A at stage ti and m(e’, q, -) cannot be redefined until the next 
stage s2 where E’ s fs,+l (assuming E’ is assigned to LPeV). We can show v enters A 
for the other values of o in the same way. 0 
Lemma 2 (The P-injury lemma). Let x be a follower targeted for Qs by p which 
was appointed by stage s + 1, s be a stage such that /3-i ~f,+~, and t > s the next 
stage where p-i GA+,. If 4, x, s)J, let a = a@, x, s). Assume that x has not been 
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canceled by stage t + 1. Then 
(9 u(P,x, 4T ‘fs 1 x is appointed as a follower at stage s + 1. Furthermore, if x 
was appointed as a follower at stage s + 1 then IZ,(x, t + 1)1 <x. 
(ii) Zf u(p, x, s)i, C, 1 u = C, 1 u and Za(x, s + 1) n A, = 0, then Z&x, s + 1) 2 
I&, t + 1). 
(iii) Assume ~(0, x, s)l and there is a least stage s < tI s t such that 
A,, 1 u #A, 1 u. Then 
(a) Either C, 1 u f C,, r u and 14(x, s + 1)1 3 IZa(x, t + 1)l or there is a 
z E I&, s + 1) f7 A,,. 
(b) Zf C, r u = C,, 1 u then lZa(x, s + 1)l > IZ,(x, t + 1)l. 
(c) Assume C, r u = C,, r u. Zf w is an uncanceled follower used by f3 at stage 
t + 1 such that w >x, then Ze(w, t + 1) = Zg(x, t + 1). 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the r-injury lemma and is left to the 
reader. For (c) note the following: In the proof of (b) we show if v z z is a 
marker then either ZJ enters A or Z.I is initialized. Hence, if w was an uncanceled 
follower at stage s + 1 and w >x, then Zp(w, t + 1) = Z,(x, t + 1). If w is appointed 
at stage t + 1, then p discontinues the definition of f. Hence ZB(w, t + 1) = 
ZB(X, t + 1). 0 
Lemma 3 (The grouping lemma). Let x be a follower targeted for Q, by some f3 
where /3 G f. Zf x is canceled then every element in the group of x is canceled. The 
group of x is finite. Zf z is the largest follower in the group of x, then z $ Q,. 
Proof. If /? is initialized then x is canceled, the group of x is canceled, and this 
canceled group must be finite. So we may assume p is not initalized after some 
stage. If /I is not initialized then when x is canceled every member of the group of 
x is canceled. Since x is only grouped to followers greater than x, we can assume 
that x is the least element in the group of x. 
Assume x and z are grouped together at some stage s + 1. Then /3 ~fs+i, 
ZP(x, t) fl A, # 0 and either z is the least follower greater than x or p discontinues 
the definition of fs+i and z is picked as a follower at stage s + 1, where t is the 
greatest stage less than s such that /3 ~fr+i. In either case, ZP(z, s + 1) = ZB(x, s + 
1). 
z can only enter Q, at stages, if z ~fs+~, r9,,-l(z)T, r’,.,-l<z>T, and r~,s-l<z>l. 
The only way that this can occur is if between two stages s1 and s2, where 
a GfS,+I and s1 <s2, A changes below ~(t, z, s,). Hence Z,(z, sl) nA,,#O. 
Assume m(E, Y, sl> E I,@, sd n 4,. If 5 c p, then since all the computations 
involved in z@, x, s) are p-correct at stage si, g-(0, m(& y, sl)) s p, for all o, 
and hence p is initialized when m(& y, sl) enters A. If p-i cL E, then 5 is 
initialized at stage s1 + 1. Hence p-i E 5 and m(c, y, sl) E Za(z, sl) n A,,. This 
shows that if z E Q,,,, then z is grouped together with some follower at the next 
stage s3 where /3 c fS,+l. 
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Let si and s2 be the least stages where a ~f~,+i, si < s2, ZB(x, si) II A,, f 0, and 
for all t 2 s2, Zp(x, s2) = Zp(x, t). There is some z which is added to the group of x 
at stage s2. We have that for all t >s2, Zp(z, s2) = Zp(x, t). Hence z does not enter 
Qr and there are no greater followers in the group of X. 0 
Lemma 4 (The delayed permitting lemma). Assume that (Y ~fi Then for all stages 
s, there is a stage t >s such that C, r d(a, s) #C,+, r d(c~, s), C, 1 d(a, t) f 
Cr+l 1 d(cu, t), and for all t’ > t, d(cu, t’) 2 d(cu, t). 
Proof. Let a = 6-o. There are four cases, one for each case in the definition of 
d(a, s). Each of the cases has a similar proof. So we will do one and leave the 
other three to the reader. (Recall all use functions being considered in this lemma 
are nondecreasing in stage.) 
Case 1. 6 is assigned to some Pe, o = (u, z), z = M((Y, y, s), and d(a, s) = 
min{d(b, s), q,,,(z)} + 1. Let to 3 s be the least stage such that S ~5, and 
Q)_(z)~ (such a stage must exist since 6 can only have outcome o, at 
b-expansionary stages). Let tl 3 t,, such that C,, 1 d(6, s) # C,,,, r d(6, s), 
C,, 144 h) f G,+, 144 61, and for all t’> t, d(Ly, t’)>d(a, t). If d(a, t,) 2 
d(6, tl), we are done. Assume otherwise. Hence q_(z)4 < d(6, tJ. Since (Y c f, 
there is a least stage t, 2 tl such that (Y c fr,. Therefore Q)~,~,(z) # Q)~,~,(z) and we 
are done. 0 
Lemma 5 (The NC outcome lemma). Assume that z E f and that z is assigned to 
some Ne. Then there is an outcome o such that z-o E f. 
Proof. (W.1.o.g. we can assume that t is not initialized after some stage.) If there 
are infinitely many r-expansionary stages then cu-i E f. Otherwise, cu-f 2 f. 0 
Lemma 6 (The Nc,i outcome lemma). Assume that p s f and that /II is assigned to 
some Ne.;. Then there is an outcome o such that p-0 cf. 
Proof. (W.1.o.g. we can assume that /? is not initialized after some stage.) If 
there are not infinitely P-expansionary stages then p-f E f. Assume that there are 
infinitely P-expansionary stages. p can only discontinue the definition of fs+i at 
stage s if /l cfs+i and for some follower x used by j3, Z,(x, t) fl A, # 0 (where 
t < s is the greatest stage such that /3 zfi) and there is not an uncanceled follower 
z >x used by p. In that case, we pick a new follower z targeted for QF by 0 at 
stage s + 1 and x and z are grouped together. Since each group is finite, there are 
infinitely many stages where /3 does not discontinue the definition of fS and thus 
cu-icf. 0 
Lemma 7 (The Nc.i,, outcome lemma). Assume that a c f and that LY is assigned 
to Ne.i,k. Then there is an outcome o such that (Y-O E f. Let /3 be the greatest 
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substring of (Y assigned to .N& and z the greatest substring of /3 assigned to .&. 
Furthermore, o = u, iff lim, u(t, k, s) = m and o = up iff lim, U( T, k, s) < 00 and 
lim, u(p, k, s) = w. 
Proof. (W.1.o.g. we can assume that LX is not initialized after some stage.) If 
neither lim, u(r, k, s) = 03 nor lim, u(/?, k, s) = 00 then (Y-W cf. Assume that 
lim, u(r, k, s) = 03. Hence there are infinitely many stages where a-u, cfs. We 
now must show that (Y-U, is not initialized infinitely often. Assume otherwise. 
Since a is not initialized infinitely often, there must be some 6’ and some x <k 
such that 6 must respect 6’ and lim, u(6’, X, s) = ~0 (see Substeps 1.1 and 2.1). 
Either 6’ is assigned to &_. or Ne.,i.. Assume 6’ is assigned to Ne.. There is some 
j such that (e’, j, 0) < (e, i, k). Therefore there is some node c c a assigned to 
JY,,,~,~. By induction we know that <-t.tgf G f and hence (Y does not respect 6’. We 
argue in a similar fashion if 6’ is assigned to ~~,,i,. Hence a-u, is not initialized 
infinitely often and LY-u, s f. Again we argue in a similar fashion if 
lim, u(r, k, s) < 00 and lim, ~(6, k, s) = ~0. 0 
Lemma 8 (The PC outcome lemma). Assume that IX E f and that (Y is assigned to 
some Ye. Then there is an outcome o such that w-0 sf. If either o = 
(u, m(a, y, s)) or for some 6, 0 = (u 6, m(cw, y, s)) then for all y ’ > y and for all 
s, m(cu, y’, s) E A. Zf o = w then there are only a jinite number of markers 
appointed. 
Proof. (W.1.o.g. we can assume that a is not initialized after some stage.) If 
there are only finitely many markers appointed then the lemma holds. Hence we 
can assume that there are infinitely many markers appointed. If lim, m(a, y, s) < 
o, let m( cy, y) = lim, m(a, y, s), otherwise say that m( a, y)T. There are two 
cases: 
Case 1. There exists a least y such that m(a, y + l)T. Hence for infinitely many 
s, m(cu, y, s) is active, m(cu, y + 1, s)J and at some later stage t, m(a, y, s) is not 
active. Therefore either cu-(u, rn(cq y)) z f or for some 6, a-(~, m(cx, y)) Gf 
and for all y’ >y and for all s, m(cu, y’, s) E A. 
Case 2. For all y, m(a, y)L. Hence lim, lP(e, s) = o. We will build a A such 
that A(C) = B and hence this case cannot occur. We will build A by stages and we 
will assume the pseudo hat-trick for A, i.e., if AS(Cl,;y)J, and C, 1 A,(y) # 
C,+i r A,(Y) then &+i(C,+i;y )T. If m(cu, y, s) is active, A,(y)? and cuffs, then 
let ~s+l(cs+l;~) = B,+I(~) with use 
max({q,,,(m(e, y, s))} U (~(6, m(a, y, s)): cr must respect S}) + 1. 
Since there must exist a stage s after which m(cu, y) is always active and 
m(a, y, s) = m(a, y), this is well-defined. Furthermore, if 6 causes m(a, y, s) to 
become unusable and enter A (i.e., C changes below ~(6, m(Ly, y, s))), at some 
later stage we redefine m(a, y, t) and the functional. Hence if m(cr, y) E A then 
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y E B. Assume A,(C,; y) = B,(y) #B,+i(y). Then at stage s + 1, either x = 
m(cu, y, s) enters A or we set r,+,(x) = max{d(a, s), ~&)} and wait for a stage 
t>s+l where C, ry,(x)fC,+i r ys(x) and C, 14~ 0 f C,+, 14a; 0. BY the 
delayed permitting lemma, such a stage t always exists. Therefore x E A. Since 
there are infinitely many stages where (Y off there must be a stage t’ where 
C, 1 QJ~.~(x) + 1# C,. 1 v_(x) + 1 and we are allowed to redefine A at stage t’. 
Thus, A(c) = B. Cl 
Hence f is an infinite path through T. We are now in a position to show that the 
requirements are satisfied. We will start with 9. Clearly A is r.e. Given X, at 
stage X, T,(B,;x) =A,@). After stage X, Case 2.1.1 can only apply once, where 
x =m(a; y, x), Case 2.1.2 once, Case 2.1.3 can only apply y times, Case 2.1.4 
only once, and Substep 2.2 only once. Therefore, for all x, we can show by 
induction on s 2x that c(B,; x) =A,@) and lim, rs(x) exists. Thus T(B; X) = 
A(x) and A sT L?. 
Recall for all e, there is a node LY such that (Y is assigned to PC’,, & c f, and for 
all S c LY, if a must respect 6, then for all Zj c f, Emua #f; similarly for all e, 
there is a node t such that r is assigned to Ne, t c f, and for all 6 c r, if T must 
respect 6, then for all E c f, 5 -ug qb f; and for all e and i, there is a node /I such 
that (Y is assigned to Ne,;, /I c f, and for all 6 c 0, if p must respect 6, then for all 
E c f, ~-us 4 f. If & (r, /3 respectively) is such a node, we say (Y (t, /I 
respectively) is correctly assigned to PC (NC, Ne,i respectively). Assume r is 
correctly assigned to .&. For all j E (0, 1, 2) and for all k E (0, 2}, A#) = Wi, 
and @@%‘~+’ @ I@:+‘) = @t iff for all 6, if r c 6 c f, then 6 must respect r. 
Assume /3 is correctly assigned to JV~,;. Yj( I$‘:) = Q, iff for all 6, if p c 6 c f, 
then 6 must respect r. 
Lemma 9. For all e, P? is met. 
Proof. Let a c f such that (Y is correctly assigned to PC’,. Assume Qe(C) = A. By 
the $Pe outcome lemma, Case 2, it is enough to show that for all y, lim, m(cu, y, s) 
exists. We will show by induction on y that m(cu, y) = lim, m(cu, y, s) exists and 
that for all o, (~~(0, m(a, y)) cLf. Assume m(a, y - 1) = lim, ~(LY, y - 1, s) 
exists. Choose a stage s1 such that for all t a’sI, m(cu, y - 1) = m(a, y - 1, t); 
Zg(e, t) >m(a, y - 1); for all o, (~~(0, m(a, y)) <rft; for some o, (~cf,,+~; and 
s1 is an a-expansionary stage. Therefore rn(&, y, s1 + 1) is defined and for all 
t >sl, m(a/, y, t) = m(a, y, sl). Let s 2>s1 be such that 19(e, s2) > m(a, y). Hence 
for all tz.s2, (u-(u, m(cu, y, t)) <=ft. For any stage t >sz, a-(us, m(a, y, t)) E 
f f-t-1 if for some stage tl < s < t, and some follower X, m( N, y + 1, s) must 
S-respect x and C, r d # C,,, r d where d = min{d(b, s), ~(6, X, s)} and t1 is the 
greatest stage less than t such that cy GA, (6 causes m(cu, y + 1, s) to become 
unusable). 
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Assume by induction that for all 6’ 3 6, if cr must respect 6’, then there are 
only finitely many uncanceled followers x used by 6’ that m(cw, y + 1, s) must 
b’-respect. Choose a stage s 3 2 s2 such that for all such x, for all s 3 sg, 
a, r u(S’, x, 4) = A, r 46’2 x, s3). Assume that S causes m((~, y + 1, s + 1) to 
become unusable at some stage s >s3 (i.e., for some follower w used by 6 that 
m((~, y + 1, s) must &respect, C, lu(6, w, s) # C,,, lu(6, w, s) and this forces 
m(cr, y + 1, s) to enter A) but does not replace the marker for y + 1 at the next 
stage s3, where 6 CL,+,. Hence for some uncanceled follower w used by 
6, &(w, t3) n A,, # 0 and S discontinues the definition of fsztl, where t3 is the least 
stage less than sj such that 6 rff,. When m((~, y + 1, s + 1) is later redefined, we 
must have that for all uncanceled followers w’ used by 6 if w < w’ and w’ must 
r-respect m(a, y + 1, s + l), then &(w’, s + 1) = &(w, s + 1) (the computation 
involved in computing ~(6, w’, s) must be a-correct and we initialize all 5, where 
a cL E). Hence this can only occur finitely many times. Therefore we can assume 
there is a stage s4 such that if 6 causes m(a, y + 1, s + 1) to become unusable at 
some stage s > s4, 6 replaces the marker for y + 1 at the next possible stage. By 
the grouping lemma we may assume that this finite collection of followers is 
closed under the grouping relation. Let w be the greatest such follower. If 
C, 144 w, s) =+ G-1 144 w, s), then all followers greater than w are canceled. 
If a follower w ’ is chosen after stage s 3 s4, then w’ > m((~, y + 1, s). Hence, if 
m(r~, y + 1, s) must b-respect w’, then w’ was appointed before stage s4 + 1. 
Since for all w’, lim, ~(6, w’, s) < a, 6 can only cause m(a, y + 1, s) to become 
unusable finitely many times. Hence (Y-u~, I?Z(LY, y, t)) <J. Therefore Qe(C) # 
A and we meet pe. •i 
Lemma 10. For all e, Ne is met. 
Proof. Assume r is correctly assigned to NC and for all j E (0, 1, 2) and for all 
k E {0,2}, AL(A) = Wi, and @i(@z+’ B, k%‘t+“) = l@t (otherwise .N, is met). There 
are infinitely many uncanceled followers used by a. Let x be such an uncanceled 
follower used by t. If y’,,,(x)i and for some 1> s, y’,,,(x)?, then A, 1 u(z, x, s) # 
a, 1 u(z, x, s). Hence for all x, lim, yi,&) exists. Therefore Q, is r.e., ri, is a 
well-defined functional, and r’,(@L) = Q,. 
If for all i, Yi(l@i) # Qr, we are done. Let i be the least such that 
Y;(l@i) = Q,. Assume /3 is correctly assigned to .Ne,i. There are infinitely many 
uncanceled followers used by /3. By using the grouping lemma, we can show rb is 
a well-defined functional. Pick some X. Let y be the greatest uncanceled follower 
such that y;(x) = y;(y) and let s be the least stage such that for all t 3 s, 
y;,,(y) = y;(y). By the grouping lemma, we know that y $ QT. Clearly, 
$J@f,,; X) = W:,,(x). If at some later stage t, W:,,(x) # W:,,(x) then either 
w:, 1 Y;,JY) f @dJ 1 YXY) ( in which case we redefine l$ and group y with the 
next greater follower) or @z,, 1 y&(y) # @‘;5,, r y&(y) (in which case we add y to 
Q, at stage s). Hence W:,,(x) = W:(x) and r#@irf; x) = W:(x). Thus .K‘, is 
met. 0 
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